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Display your quarter collection in this educational Collector Map. Special push-fit foam makes it
easy to insert your coins, openings for all 50 states plus all of the U.S. trust territories. Big 13.2 x
39.75 Foam construction is inert and safe for your coins.
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*****This product lends itself SO well to a video---it is very hard to describe just how pretty and
useful and fun it is. In the video I show you the size, the quality, and how the map unfolds and can
be displayed. Everything in this map is organized by the mint date of the quarters and I show this
too.I hope you enjoy the video and I hope it helps you in making a buying decision---however, if
you're interested enough to watch the video, BUY the map, you won't be sorry. For the price, it's a
true bargain! Hopefully you can see this via the video.*****

This quarter collection folder is a great way to introduce kids to U.S. geography, coin collecting, etc.
It is a made of high quality cardboard, has a large map of the U.S. with a place for each quarter and
is loaded with fun facts on each state. Whether you are a youngster or adult, you will find this
product to be a good value. I love to see excellent educational products like this at a decent price
point. It's even suitable to hang on the wall in a bedroom, den or wherever.

Alright. For anyone considering on buying this, I have to say it will be money well spent. If you are
reading the reviews below me, I have to tell you some things have changed. If you look at the video
review that Ms. Brown has, you would think the map is complete with the 50 states. I would like to
warn you: Her map is outdated. When I first brought mine, I went by what she said because she
explained it so well and since I had 49 out of 50 states already, it would be easy for me to place
them in. When I got it, I notice something immediately...... There was additional slots for more coins.
To much my surprise, these were slots for the 2009 coins. So not only do you have to get the 50
states (Which is now very easy to obtain) but you have to get US territories (Guam, US Virgin
Islands, Washington DC, Puerto Rico, American Samoa, and Northern Mariana Islands. These
coins are extremely hard to find though being released to the public in 2009). Despite that surprise,
the product is exceptional due to it being updated and you can either have it on your wall, store it for
safe keeping, or sell it as a collector's item (The least you can get is around $75 and up to a max of
$200). This is definitely worth buying. The only struggle is getting all the coins. Other than that, the
best way to show you have put in time and effort to have a collection worth having.

Impressive size that could convert to a nice corner spread in any room (specially children). Good
build quality and sharp, bright printing. Coins fit snug and are easy to remove. Includes D.C., Puerto
Rico, Guam, American Samoa, U.S. Virgin Islands, and Northern Mariana Islands quarter
slots.Check my contributions under customer images for more details.

I got these for an afterschool program that had been studying money, budgets and coin collecting. I
had not expected them to be SO nice! I searched all over for affordable state quarter folders and I'm
so pleased with these, I'm going to order more!

This is Great!! You can place the quarter on the map of the state it comes from. It is very pretty and
educational. If you are looking for something to collect your quarters in, this would be it!!

This item is quite large, but has lots of information on each quarter and is very colorful.

Originally I purchased this item specifically for collecting quarters. Now I use it to teach my kids fun
facts about all 50 states while collecting quarters at the same time. Good buy for the money
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